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Chapter 1561: Create incense creatures! 

Even the very small dragon veins have a larger surface area than the blue stars. 

The Void Dragon Vein Heaven is the world of incense. 

This is not just a space for storing incense, but a world where creatures exist! 

And these creatures are incense creatures, like the dead soul in the mirror, the holy spirit of Xuanhou... 

They survive in this world, and they will also have emotional thoughts and form incense. 

When it reaches a certain level, it will be self-sufficient in incense, and then gradually develop and grow. 

Even if you don’t absorb incense from the outside world, this unique incense world will become stronger 

and stronger. 

Even in the end, countless powerful monsters will be condensed with endless incense! 

Of course, the speed will naturally be countless times slower. 

"Therefore, we still have to absorb the power of incense, especially now that it is the beginning stage, 

incense is indispensable." 

Su Lang groaned, his gaze shifted to Luoyou Jing, "Road of Incense, Yin!" 

Although he was cautious and did not dare to contaminate incense, his ability to control the avenue of 

incense had reached its limit! 

At this moment. 

With Xiaoluo's cooperation and the motivating of the Avenue of Incense, the incense willingness in the 

mirror suddenly poured out continuously. 

The incense of these colorful colors just appeared in the world of Exile, there is a tendency to dissipate. 

But before they dissipate, there will be dragon veins whizzing out, swallowing them all! 

Not long. 

All the incense aspirations in the mirror were collected by Su Lang into the Void Dragon Vein Heaven 

Realm. 

With a thought in Su Lang, all the dragon veins around him were hidden and everything returned to 

normal. 

Immediately afterwards, he once again sent a clone incarnation to enter the void dragon vein heaven. 

Groups of colorful incense wafted in the world full of dragon veins, and instantly merged into the dragon 

veins and disappeared. 

Su Lang didn't care about it. 
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Because he knew that those incense aspirations did not disappear, but were stored in the dragon veins. 

"Next, is to create incense creatures." 

Su Lang's expression was indifferent, and with a wave of his hand, countless martial arts souls flew out 

of the storage space. 

These souls have everything from low to high, all of them are the souls of warriors that Su Lang once 

harvested by beheading the enemy. 

And these souls of warriors that were released were basically souls that were no longer available at this 

stage. 

Among them, the soul of Wusheng is the most, most of which were killed in the Star Wars. 

The second is the soul under Wu Sheng, the soul of Wuxian, and the soul of Emperor Wu, as well as the 

soul of the Great Emperor. 

Next. 

Su Lang opened the entrance of the Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm and collected all the souls of these 

warriors. 

One by one, souls entered the emptiness of dragon veins and landed on the dragon veins. 

When they touched the surface of the dragon veins, there was a burst of incense and the power of 

wishing to emerge and blend into their bodies. 

In a short time. 

These blank warrior souls merged with the incense aspiration power that carries a lot of thoughts and 

emotions, and began to form consciousness. 

just. 

They were originally blank, and after fusing their aspirations, they were equivalent to souls that were 

completely corroded by the incense aspirations. 

Fortunately, these incense aspirations come from strong individuals, and most of them have undergone 

preliminary filtering. 

Except for the emperor Huowu who specializes in using evil and negative incense, the rest of the strong 

collect more positive incense. 

Therefore, although the spirits of these warriors who merged with the incense aspirations are in chaos. 

But after all, only a small number of people fall into distortion, madness, and hysteria. 

And these crazy warrior souls immediately began the massacre! 

One by one, the souls of warriors died in their hands, being swallowed by them. 

But the soul of the dead warrior did not really die, but merged into the dragon veins again, and gradually 

transformed into a brand new incense creature. 



The brand new ones are different because of the different incense aspirations. 

Some still have goodness in the majority, while others become evil and join the killing camp. 

Of course, the incense creatures in the good camp also absorb incense such as ‘courage’, ‘tenacity’ and 

‘justice’. 

With a strong spirit of resistance, they fight with the evil incense creatures! 

The whole world began to be filled with killing, and the thoughts of the incense creatures were mostly 

negative. 

If things go on like this, the entire world of void dragon veins will definitely become a world dominated 

by negative emotions. 

And this is also the most worry-free way to cultivate the emptiness of dragon veins. 

In addition, most of the incense weapons created are evil, killing, filthy, and corrosive, with great 

lethality! 

However, looking at the world full of killings, Su Lang fell into deep thought. 

Chapter 1562: Get a Qibao wonderful tree out! 

In this way, the Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm was allowed to develop on its own, creating a weapon 

like the sword of evil incense. 

Or choose an unimaginable powerful trait to create a weapon with special properties? 

If you choose the former, you don't need to worry too much, just continue to provide incense and 

aspirations. 

If it is the latter, then a specific tone must be laid for the entire world. 

Then slowly guide it, and it takes countless time and effort. 

Of course, with the omnipotent characteristics of incense willingness, you can choose any direction to 

cultivate the void dragon vein heaven, and the final incense weapon is absolutely terrifying! 

"In terms of attack, I have the Youtian Sword as the main player, and the heart is absolutely no edge as a 

supplement. It is completely enough." 

"In terms of defense, the next step is to upgrade the eight-sided shield of the sky, and there is also the 

aid of the sky-repelling wall." 

"In terms of assistance, there are various weapons such as Luoyou Mirror, Bright Sword, and countless 

secret methods, and there is not much demand." 

Su Lang thought silently, and finally made a decision, "Then, build a weapon of special nature!" 

Immediately after. 

What kind of weapons to build has become another question. 
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"In terms of imagination, you still have to be awesome by those online writers on Blue Stars in the past!" 

"Oh oh oh, yes, there are those who do comics, and the readers are also very powerful, always thinking 

of things the author can't think of." 

Su Lang touched his chin, thoughtfully, "Unfortunately now I can't ask for help off the court, ah, I can 

only think about it myself." 

With a look of entanglement. 

Su Lang first began to recall the animations he had seen in his previous life and the weapons that 

appeared in the animations. 

"Those awesome ZanPai knives?" 

"Sword of Oath of Victory in the Moon Universe?" 

"The ten-fist sword in Hokage, and the eight-foot mirror?" 

"The iron broken teeth used by a demon, and his brother's natural teeth, his father's Cong Yunya?" 

"The kind of [Jinghua Shuiyue] that has complete hypnotic ability and can completely control the five 

senses of the hand?" 

"One hit kills, no matter how strong you are, a small wound will make you die slowly [Chun Yu]?" 

"Or in the Marvel Universe, an infinite glove that can destroy the world with a snap of your fingers?" 

"Then there are the spiritual treasures in the prehistoric world, the god-opening axe, the chaotic green 

lotus, the chaotic clock, the chaotic bead, the jade disc of good fortune, the wonderful tree of seven 

treasures..." 

"Looking noisy, so many, how to choose?" 

"..." 

The more Su Lang thinks, the more entangled he becomes. In his heart, he wants it all, but reality does 

not allow it. 

then. 

Su Lang had to rule out one by one. 

The first is that it is of little use or similar in nature to the current weapons. 

For example, [Chun Yu], its ability is similar to the Youtian Sword, and it is not as powerful as the Youtian 

Sword. 

Secondly, it is too difficult to cultivate, such as the God Axe, Chaos Qinglian, and Infinite Knuckles. 

finally. 

The image of an item was fixed in Su Lang's mind-Qibao Miaoshu! 



[Mirror Flower and Water Moon] Su Lang liked it very much, but the difficulty of creation was relatively 

greater than that of the Qibao Miaoshu, so he placed it behind. 

If the Seven Treasure Trees are cultivated in the future, they may be able to create mirror flowers and 

water moons. 

Closer to home. 

The Seven Treasure Tree is the ultimate treasure for quasi-teachers, possessing the terrifying power of 

everything. 

Even the Lord of the Heavenly Cults has been defeated twice in a row by the quasi-teachers! 

Su Lang valued the Seven Treasure Tree precisely because of its feature of being all-in-one, it can 

directly plunder the enemy's weapons, and it is completely a super abnormal plug-in. 

In this place of exile, countless times of reincarnation, there are countless magic weapons circulating. 

Even on the border of the Eastern Desolation, there are three godless soldiers, the Supreme Ruyi 

Lantern, the Bright Sword, and the Moon Nest! 

This can be seen. 

In the deserted land, where there are more old monsters, there must be more powerful treasures. 

As long as the Seven Treasure Tree is created, those warriors who relied on their weapons will have no 

support in front of Su Lang. 

The key is. 

Can hide countless weapons and treasures. 

The direct decomposition of these weapons and treasures are countless treasured materials, which can 

be used to upgrade weapons such as the Youtian Sword, or to strengthen them! 

"The Seven Treasure Tree is a spiritual treasure refined by the day after tomorrow. It is not difficult to 

cultivate, but its characteristics are super scary. It can be said to be the most cost-effective treasure." 

"That's it, get a Seven Treasure Tree out!" 

"So, how should we guide the Void Dragon Vein Celestial Realm to develop in the direction of the Qibao 

Miaoshu?" 

Chapter 1563: Acting with those incense creatures 

"..." 

Su Lang fell into contemplation again. 

The core ability of Qibao Miaoshu is deprivation and plunder. 

The Void Dragon Vein Heaven Realm must first have such a tone, mainly plundering! 
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The creatures inside need to think about plundering others all the time, and take action, so as to form 

countless incense aspirations about ‘plunder’. 

In addition, the creatures inside must also form a concept that the enemy cannot defend itself from 

predatory behavior. 

This concept needs to be deeply carved into the souls of countless incense creatures, and the incense 

aspiration they produce will have the characteristic of ignoring defense. 

"Predation is inherently negative." 

"This is in line with the current general direction of the development of the Void Dragon Vein Heaven 

Realm, but it can save me a lot of effort." 

"..." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and his thoughts moved, and there was a sudden change in the 

void dragon vein heaven. 

I saw the "Dragon Vein Earth" all over the world suddenly changed color. 

The original colorful earth turned directly into black, and all the positive incense aspirations were 

absorbed by the ball at the core! 

Those who stayed outside to circulate are all negative incense. 

All the creatures in the whole world are thrown into crazy bloodthirsty. 

One by one, the incense creatures continued to kill others or were killed, and then once again absorbed 

the incense from the Dragon Vessel, and wished to be reborn. 

But the scene of crazy killing did not last long. 

Because of those negative incense aspirations, some of them began to be intercepted by the dragon 

vein core. 

The pure killing was first completely intercepted, and the remaining negative incense was also 

intercepted one after another. 

Until the dragon vein core reached its limit, the incense in the world could no longer be intercepted and 

purified. 

But at this time. 

The black earth gradually turned into grayish white. 

There are not many incense in the world except for plundering. 

The nature of the incense and desire power that permeated between heaven and earth was closer to 

the state that Su Lang had expected. 

When the incense life and death cycle in the whole world many times, the remaining types of incense 

will become less and less. 



Incense creatures gradually stopped killing other targets, but kept attacking and plundering other 

targets' incense power. 

As these incense creatures became stronger, the incense aspirations they produced became purer, all 

about plundering! 

I believe that with the passage of time, there will be only the incense power of the ‘predatory’ 

characteristic in this world. 

"Next, the concept of'enemy cannot defend' will be formed." 

"It is deeply rooted in the hearts of every incense creature, and it has become the rule of this world!" 

"..." 

Su Lang thought about what to do, he already had a clue. 

"Clone dispatch, Baiying clone, Mingguang Wanjie!" 

In a flash, the avatars were dispatched by Su Lang to the world of void dragon veins, and then turned 

into a large number of avatars, displaying the light of the universe, illuminating the entire world of void 

dragon veins. 

These incense creatures were inherently fragile and very unstable, and were quickly subdued. 

Immediately after. 

The clones began to instill in them the notion that the enemy cannot defend. 

To put it concretely, it is to fool all the incense creatures. The world they live in is transformed by the 

most precious-the colorful branches of the "Seven Treasure Tree". 

All creatures are descendants of the Seven Treasure Tree, possessing the ability to plunder others as 

they please, and the enemy cannot defend and can only be slaughtered. 

The enemy is unable to defend, which is obviously very incredible. 

But the subdued incense creatures still obeyed, forcibly convinced themselves of this view. 

In the beginning, only part of it believed this view, and not sincerely. 

In order to let the incense creatures believe this view from the heart. 

Su Lang's avatars also used "Soul Gathering and Splitting Technique" to fissure into countless souls. 

Then use these souls to become incense creatures and act with those real incense creatures! 

Chapter 1564: Drunk dreams forever, refine the soul! 

I saw the ground formed by dragon veins. 

One incense creature went crazy to grab the aspiration of another incense creature. 

As a result, the opponent rebelled frantically, but it didn't help. 
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The incense creature that shot and snatched easily grabbed a lot of aspirations, and the whole person 

was stunned! 

Then, a sentence came to his mind: 

I am a descendant of Qibao Miaoshu, I can **** other people's things, but others can't defend it! 

"it is true!" 

"Others really can't defend, I'm a descendant of Qibao Miaoshu!" 

"The great Seven Treasure Tree is on the top. Except for His Majesty Langdi, you are my most convincing 

existence!" 

This creature believed in his identity and his abilities from the heart. 

Immediately afterwards, he continued to take action. After repeated attempts, the enemy could not 

defend... 

This scene also appeared in other incense creatures. 

Gradually, more and more incense creatures believed in that concept sincerely. 

If there are more people who believe in a ridiculous thing, it is impossible to distinguish the true from 

the false. 

When everyone believes it, it's not true or true. 

Of course. 

For the incense creatures in the void dragon vein world to form deep-rooted concepts, it takes time to 

solidify. 

To make the entire Void Dragon Vein Celestial Realm reach the point where it can be hammered into a 

weapon, it can't be done in a short time. 

"The Void Dragon Vein Celestial Realm is now formal." 

"In the future, you only need to infuse incense and aspiration from time to time, put the soul of your 

heart, and guide and correct it!" 

"..." 

Seeing the countless incense creatures you rob me and I rob you on the gray earth, Su Lang nodded in 

satisfaction. 

Immediately after. 

His attention finally fell to the other three exercises. 

They are "Imperial Transformation and Sunken Star", "Blood Moon, Heaven and Underworld" and 

"Drunken Dreams". 



Among them, "Imperial Transformation and Sunken Star" is a body-building exercise. After practice, the 

emperor's body can become as heavy as a planet and extremely tough. 

If this exercise was accompanied by the heaven and earth method of "Emperor Phase Without 

Beginning Sutra", it would be enough to transform into a planet-level existence. 

At that time, stepping on the stars, punching the sun and the moon will become a real fact! 

"Blood Moon Sky Underworld" is an explosive secret technique of Qi and blood. 

It can be used after using the final chapter "Broken World" of "Independent Human World" to further 

explode the power of the emperor from the atomic level! 

"Drunken Dreams" is the same important technique as "Netherworld Dragon Vessels". 

Because this is a rare book that can exercise the spiritual power of the Great Emperor. 

"I won't try "Emperor Hua Chenxing" and "Blood Moon Sky and Underworld"." 

"I've been waiting for the technique of "Drunken Dreams forever" for a long time, and finally I can use it. 

Try it now!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath, held his breath, and performed "Drunk Dreams". Enter the fixed state. 

Immediately after. 

In the chaotic sea of consciousness, countless golden mists began to condense into vortexes. 

The mist condensed in the vortex, turned into a solid, and turned into a broken mirror. 

It's...the kind that shatters the complete mirror... 

There are tens of thousands of fragmented mirrors, large and small, of different shapes, floating in the 

sea of knowledge. 

And in every broken mirror, there is a Su Lang reflected! 

It seems that every broken mirror has become a world, and Su Lang will enter it to experience a 

complete life from death to life. 

but. 

Su Lang's main consciousness did not participate in it. 

The Su Lang in those mirror surfaces is just an illusion transformed by soul power, including everything 

in the mirror surface is fake. 

Even the mirror surface is just appearance. 

Beneath the surface is the spirit power of the soul that is constantly working. 

They relied on the more than 3,000 nearly perfect Dao rules that Su Lang had comprehended to evolve 

one by one false worlds, and were tempered in the process. 

but. 



This "Drunken Dreams" can actually help others exercise their mental power. 

Just put the souls of others into the broken lens, you can get tempered, and even understand the rules 

of Su Lang as the source. 

But the soul that was put in had to really end the'first life' in it, and could not come out until Su Lang 

stopped working. 

Chapter 1565: Open the ten realms as one! 

Time passed slowly. 

In an instant, two whole days passed! 

In the boundless world of knowledge of the sea, suddenly there were waves of earth-shaking loud 

noises that spread throughout the world. 

Boom boom boom! 

But I saw that the countless broken lenses exploded one by one, turning into a thick golden mist again. 

Compared with before, the golden mist at this time is obviously richer! 

"Have you finished the exercise." 

Su Lang slowly opened his eyes, a flash of light flashed, "Open it to me!" 

For an instant. 

Su Lang's mental power surged out like a flood, and rolled away! 

More and more distant places were discovered, 10,000 meters, hundreds of millions of meters, trillions 

of meters, trillions of meters... 

Before Su Lang's limit detection range of spiritual power was 10 trillion li, but now it has increased to 12 

trillion li. 

Improved by a fifth! 

"This technique is pretty good, even my mental strength can be increased by one-fifth!" 

"If this is cultivated to the founding level by other ordinary goods, wouldn't it be possible to improve the 

power more once?" 

"Unfortunately, this exercise can only be used once in a short time, otherwise it will be too late." 

"..." 

Su Lang's face showed seven points of satisfaction and three points of regret. 

Soon. 

He also took out several exercises, namely "Daily Haotian Tu", "Withered Wood Condensation of Origin 

and Fate", "Reincarnation Eternal Green Art", and "Taixu Universe Dragon Art" and "Wanhua Promise 

Nirvana" Classics, "Chaotic Dark Eclipse". 
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"Now one-key martial arts has reached level 40, and you can practice nine exercises at the same time." 

"Now, with the addition of "Returning to the Pure and Returning to One Emperor", there are only seven 

exercises, two books short of it." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang selected two forging body types from the synthesized emperor-level 

exercises. 

No matter what the stage, you can never go wrong with exercise. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang put all of these nine exercises on the Wushu villain and started to practice. 

"The three godless-level exercises can actually be practiced!" 

"It seems that my ‘Melting Pot of Ten Thousand Magic’ functions is much more powerful than I thought, 

and it’s also a super plug-in. 

"I just don't know if the power displayed after the training is completed will decrease. After all, I don't 

have those strange bloodlines." 

"..." 

Seeing the busy villain Xiwu, Su Lang's eyes showed a hint of surprise and expectation. 

Soon. 

His gaze shifted to the cultivating villain next to him. 

I saw that the cultivator was covered in gold, and the aura was faintly rotating inside. 

"Two whole days!" 

"I practiced for two full days at a cultivation speed close to three trillion times!" 

"The accumulated cultivation base should be enough to complete the'Ten Realms as One'!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath, and immediately issued an order without any muddles, "The system, 

immediately turn on the "Ten Realms as One" function!" 

"Ding! The repair base is consuming, and the world channel is being opened!" 

The system prompt is particularly pleasing, because this time it really succeeded! 

"Hey!" 

"My inner world will finally be connected!" 

Su Lang smiled excitedly, then looked at himself and checked the progress of the world channel. 

I saw the cultivation base accumulated by the cultivation villain quickly disappeared. 

Each of the inner worlds of the Shifang stretched out nine wonderful passages, deriving from the other 

inner worlds. 



In the end, the inner boundary of Shifang was connected by forty-five world channels. 

Any one world can connect and communicate with the other nine worlds. 

These forty-five world channels seem to have formed a peculiar meridian network in Su Lang's body, 

independent of another meridian network besides the physical meridian! 

All that flows inside is the power of the world! 

To be precise, it is the power of the world's heaven! 

Su Lang's life universe has not yet nourished the soul, and has not formed the power of humanity. 

But this day is not far away, and he has laid out a plan specifically for the power of humanity, and 

Luoyoujing, Life Palace Creation Records, etc. are all part of the plan. 

Chapter 1566: The realm of the emperor is not easy! 

At this moment. 

The inner boundaries of the ten directions are connected to each other, and the earth-shaking changes 

have taken place immediately. 

Each world has been perfected and moisturized by other worlds while maintaining its own 

characteristics! 

For example, the five internal organs correspond to the five elements: Yinghuo, Zhenxing, Chenxing, 

Qiming, and Tai Sui. 

After interconnecting, the five elements are connected, complement each other, and continue to live 

endlessly, and the power of the world rises sharply! 

The five-element life universe and the two wind-attribute universes are also affected by the Dantian 

universe and the light and dark universes, producing their own sun, moon, day and night. 

In short, with the exception of the Dantian universe, every living universe began to possess a trace of 

other attributes on the basis of a single attribute. 

And the primitive lives produced in the universe of life began to gradually possess other attributes. 

This kind of change is definitely not something that can be produced by simply throwing a treasure of 

other attributes into a certain life universe! 

If you really do that, the only result is that the treasure of other attributes is assimilated and swallowed. 

In addition. 

The Dantian universe is naturally also affected by the other nine life universes. 

As the basic attribute, the five element attributes have the greatest impact, bringing the cultivation 

environment of Blue Star's entire planet to a higher level. 

The light and dark universes have enhanced the power of the sun and the moon, making the light and 

dark attributes of the blue star as common as the attributes of the five elements. 
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The powerful wind attribute made the blue star's atmosphere appear in the blue star's atmosphere with 

strong nine-day winds, roaring day and night. 

At this time, the Blue Star had all the characteristics of a high-level transcendent world, except for its 

small area. 

Even the quasi-no-god can practice here! 

For example, Youzhi who temporarily stayed on the blue star immediately felt the blue star's gain to her. 

"The world has changed drastically!" 

"The whole world seems to have risen to a level, and it is still developing rapidly!" 

"The eight regular avenues of gold, wood, water, fire, earth, and light, dark and wind, and hundreds of 

derivative regular avenues have become more apparent." 

"Many of them are unfamiliar rules that I didn't understand. Oh my God, how did Su Lang comprehend 

these rules?" 

"What did he do to make his life universe greatly improved?" 

"Could it be that he has broken through to the Supreme Emperor level!" 

Thinking of this, Youzhi couldn't help covering her small mouth, her eyes widening! 

"what!?" 

"Brother Su Lang broke through to the godless level!?" 

"No, Brother Su Lang is not a great emperor, how could he break through to the godless level all at 

once?" 

"Uh, it may be that the strength has been improved. The realm does not have much restriction on 

Brother Su Lang." 

"That's right, Su Lang can't use common sense!" 

"..." 

Chu Xiaobei, Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian were also very excited. 

Su Lang has become stronger, and they are naturally very happy! 

at this time. 

Suddenly there was another tremor of heaven and earth, and the sun and the moon were dark! 

There seems to be a loud rumbling from the depths of the distant universe, like shattering people's 

eardrums! 

Immediately after. 

Countless regular visions arise from the sky and the earth at the same time! 



Red clouds and purple mists, flames, mysterious ice, and hurricanes roar and jewels. 

The smallpox fell to the ground and the golden lotus rushed, and the thunder shook for nine days. 

In addition to the changes on the planet, the edge of the universe is full of chaos, constantly opening up 

a whole new space! 

And such changes appear in the ten life universes at the same time! 

And this is not all! 

Just when Chu Xiaobei and others were shocked. 

Pieces of huge treasure land suddenly appeared in the blue star sky, amidst countless visions, it looked 

like a floating fairy island! 

Immediately after. 

These treasure lands suddenly disappeared, and the earth began to shake violently! 

No, not just vibration, but tearing! 

Pieces of continents were torn apart huge canyons, and pieces of treasure land grew out of the cracks 

like bamboo shoots. 

This scene seems to have lifted the seal of heaven and earth, making the land of ancient times see the 

sky again! 

But in fact. 

This series of changes, but Su Lang officially broke through the Great Emperor! 

Then, he put the treasure of those trophies into the Blue Star, and used Space Avenue to embed it in the 

ground. 

In addition to Blue Star. 

The other nine life universes also ushered in their own treasure places with corresponding attributes. 

Su Lang killed too many powerful men in Wushuanglou, Guangming Sect, and Moth Clan, and collected 

too many treasures. 

This time, it directly increased the surface area of the blue star and other life planets by dozens of times! 

More dense auras rushed out, and some plants, birds and beasts that existed on the planet of life were 

nourished by the auras, opening their wisdom and becoming a demon! 

"This power..." 

"The realm of the emperor, I finally reached it, it's not easy!" 

In the quiet room of the Soul Chasing Emperor's Palace, Su Lang slowly let out a sigh of relief, his heart 

moved, "Attribute panel!" 

Chapter 1567: Two godless class hit the door 
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"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: One Great Emperor 

[Attack level]: quasi-no **** level ∞ 

[Defensive level]: Quasi-no God level ∞ 

[Shenfa level]: quasi-no **** level ∞ 

[Endurance level]: quasi-no **** level ∞ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 

[Mastering the exercises]: The Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Unnamed" (Great 

Emperor Level, Founding) 

[Activated system functions]: one-key practice function (level 41), one-key martial arts function (level 

39), clone dispatch function (level 40), one-key treasure hunt function (level 40), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 18), one-key enhancement function 

(level 1), one-key Decomposition function (no grade) 

"Daily attributes have not broken through to the godless level." 

"It seems that the gap between the Great Emperor and the Godless Level is really terrifying." 

"However, I also reached the limit of using Devouring clones and all mysteries before." 

"Now once the swallow clone and the secret technique are used, the combat power can be 100% 

increased to the godless level." 

"What's more, none of my great emperor-level body-building exercises really worked. I still have room 

for improvement!" 

"Next, as long as the cultivation level is sufficient, you can rely on those founding-level soul-body-soul-

space fusion techniques to complete the fusion of the soul-body and soul-space and step into the 

godless level." 

"..." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a calm smile. 

Now all the big players who consume cultivation bases have disappeared, and his cultivation base can 

finally be used to improve the cultivation level! 

With the current cultivation rate close to three trillion times, it will surely be able to accumulate enough 

cultivation skills soon! 



"Godless... soon!" 

There was a glimmer of expectation in Su Lang's eyes. 

Even if Xuan was about to change places, he continued to send clones to search for the lost Xuanwu in 

the turbulent time. 

But at this moment! 

Boom boom boom! 

A sonic boom came from a distance. 

But before the sound arrived, two figures appeared in the nearby air. 

The two were dressed in black robes and looked like middle-aged men in vicissitudes of life. 

"These two people...no **** class!" 

Su Lang looked at the two people who suddenly appeared, suddenly raised his eyebrows, and opened 

their attribute panel. 

This look. 

His pupils suddenly shrank. 

The two were named Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan. 

They are not ordinary Godless class, they are all Sandu Godless class! 

The key is. 

The person who came has the dragon veins, and it is exactly the same as Liang Xiaofei's dragon veins, 

and even the aura exuding from his body is ninety-nine percent similar! 

"Liang Xiaofei's brother, a member of the Four Dragon Seas of the last reincarnation era!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, "I'm Chale, I just broke through to the Great Emperor level, and 

there are serious Godless powerhouses coming to my door, am I really a non-chief?" 

And while Su Lang was observing and complaining. 

Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan were also looking at Su Lang up and down. The scales of the dragons 

were looming on their faces because of anger, which was quite hideous. 

"That's it, he killed the third junior brother!" 

Zong Wenshan stared at Su Lang, a trace of ashes floating in his hand, it was the lifeline after burning. 

"The Third Junior Brother..." 

Cha Chenghua roared in a low voice, "Dare to kill my third junior brother..." 

His mood on the journey these days has calmed down a bit, but when he saw Su Lang at this time, his 

eyes were red again, and his anger was boiling! 



But then. 

A trace of doubt reappeared in the hearts of Zong Wenshan and Che Chenghua. 

Because the fluctuation of the young man's cultivation base in front of him is only a great emperor! 

Although his aura is so powerful, he has reached the level of invincibility in the quasi-no-god level. 

But at this level, it is impossible to kill the godless third junior brother Liang Xiaofei! 

Even if Liang Xiaofei hasn't awakened yet, just realizing the godless defense mechanism laid down is not 

a quasi godless defense mechanism! 

Chapter 1568: Am I not killing him and waiting for him to kill me 

"This is a little weird!" 

"I'm afraid it is the reincarnation or rebirth of old monsters from other reincarnation eras!" 

"But in any case, he is the murderer who killed the third junior brother, and we will avenge this grudge!" 

After making eye contact with doubts. 

The distressed Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan left immediately, blocking Su Lang in the middle. 

"Why did you two come here?" 

Su Lang pretended not to know, he didn't want to fight with two Sandu Godless Grades for the time 

being, after all, the opposite was too scary. 

If you can fool around, that is the best result. 

however. 

Su Lang's idea is obviously going to fail! 

"Why did you come?" 

"Coming for the **** vengeance!" 

Che Chenghua narrowed his eyes and shone in a cold light, "I ask you, why are you killing my third junior 

brother Liang Xiaofei, what hate does he have with you?" 

Before killing Su Lang, he wanted to figure out what happened. 

Rather than let the Third Junior Brother die unclear, nor do I want this revenge to be so unclear. 

"Humph." 

"It turned out to be for Liang Xiaofei." 

Su Lang pretended to be surprised, and sneered, "When he comes out, he will crush me. If I don't kill 

him, wait for him to kill me?" 

"Not bad!" 
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"You should just wait for him to kill you!" 

Zong Wenshan's eyes were blood-red, and he shouted angrily, "What qualifications do you have to 

resist, you bastard, you are damned!" 

"Ouch! Ouch!" 

"So overbearing, so rampant, so unreasonable!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and said sarcastically, "Besides, you are so retarded, I can kill Liang Xiaofei, 

you still talk to me about qualifications?" 

"Humph!" 

"Give me less time to speak." 

"What happened to my third junior brother? How did you sneak attack and kill him?" 

"I advise you to recruit from the ground, so that when you die, you can be happy, otherwise I will let you 

live forever, but you can't ask for death!" 

Che Chenghua stared at Su Lang, a terrifying murderous aura spread. 

In an instant, the world trembles with a radius of 100,000 light years, and the void is torn apart, as if 

some world-class horror existed forcibly. 

That majestic and vast aura, even with Su Lang's current strength, felt completely cold all over. 

Sandu Godless Grade is really too strong! 

And at this level, the gap between small realms is even more terrifying. 

Su Lang is separated from this realm by three full gaps, and every gap is difficult to cross! 

"Say it!" 

"What happened to my third junior brother?" 

"The one who killed my third junior brother, besides you, did anyone help you!" 

Zong Wenshan also asked fiercely, his whole body aura pressed down, and the space was broken every 

inch, like a rotten wall. 

Su Lang was sandwiched between the two Sandu Godless Grades, almost squashed. 

But he still looked calm and unhurried, as if facing only two ordinary middle-aged men. 

"Since you want to know." 

"Then I will tell you, so that you two can also understand more clearly." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and slowly said, "There is a power in the East Wilderness named Wushuanglou. 

The host Lin Fang is Liang Xiaofei's master. They both provoke me and were hacked to death by me 

alone, understand!?" 



"Let us understand more!?" 

"Hahahaha, are you crazy!?" 

"Could it be that you didn't notice the breath in us?" 

"Hmph, you dare to say that you killed one with a single sword. With your cultivation base, you can't 

even hurt a single hair from my third junior brother!" 

"Now since you refuse to tell the truth, then we have arrested you so that you are not as good as death. 

By the way, we can find out the old **** who helped you!" 

After hearing Su Lang's words, Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan sneered again and again with 

murderous aura. 

The two brothers looked at each other, and at the same time stretched out their big hands to grab 

them! 

Rumble! 

Countless regular avenues formed a vision, rolling towards Su Lang. 

Su Lang stood under the attack of two godless classes, like a praying mantis before the giant wheel, an 

ant in the flood. 

"Ha ha." 

"It doesn't even use twisting power to deal with me, how do you look down on me?" 

"In that case, let you see my strength, and by the way, I also self-test to what extent the limit state can 

reach." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, his thoughts flickered, and the secret technique he had secretly 

prepared broke out instantly! 

Chapter 1569: I feel like I lost countless billion 

"Swallow the clone, the stars gather together!" 

"The inner world of ten directions, the broken world!" 

"Emperor Hua Chen Xing, Fa Xiang Tian Di!" 

"Blood Moon, Heaven and Soul, the world is dead!" 

"Kunlun is invisible, hidden scales hunting west..." 

"Youtian break a sword, kill!!" 

In an instant, Su Lang swallowed thirty-eight clones, his aura soared and broke through to Erdu Godless 

level. 

Immediately, the ten directions of life universe connected together opened up, and the power of the 

world was all leaked out. 
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The broken world and broken shackles made Su Lang's breath rise again! 

Immediately afterwards, endless qi and blood burst out from all the cells of Su Lang, and all the innate qi 

stored in his body was completely released without any reservation! 

A large number of explosive secret methods were urged, the Erdu Godless Grade Youtian Sword 

whistled, and the horrible twisting power condensed! 

Before Su Lang suppressed the realm, the foundation that he spent countless cultivation bases to build 

broke out at this moment. 

In an instant, his combat power was crazily close to the Sandu Godless Level! 

Except for the deity of Su Lang. 

There are also forty avatars incarnate in a ‘Xing Cuan Yun He’ merged into one! 

Although these avatars do not have a ten-square inner world, the fusion of godless avatars are also like 

horrible gods! 

Moreover, this godless avatar also holds two godless soldiers, the Heart Absolute Edge Sword and the 

Bright Sword, so powerful that it is unimaginable! 

At this moment. 

The magical powers of Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan are approaching. 

And Su Lang has also turned from a praying mantis under a giant wheel, an ant in a flood, to a terrifying 

powerhouse. 

next moment! 

Rumble! 

Su Lang didn't have the slightest reservation, using his lifelong learning and lifelong cultivation as a 

powerful move, he smashed Cha Chenghua's attack fiercely! 

The Godless Clone also hit Sanzong Wenshan's attack! 

In addition, the attacks of Su Lang's deity and clone are still unabated, and they will kill Che Chenghua 

and Zong Wenshan in general! 

"what!!" 

"This 獠 unexpectedly burst into an attack close to the Sandu Godless Grade at the Quasi Godless Grade, 

how is this possible!?" 

"..." 

Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan were dumbfounded, dumbfounded, and could not believe their eyes. 

They have gone through two eras of reincarnation, but they are horrible bosses who have lived for 

billions. 



But it's so unbelievable, it's the first time they have seen each other for unbelievable things! 

of course. 

Horrified is horrified. 

The two immediately started to defend. 

Although Su Lang's attack did not reach the Sandu Godless level. 

However, Chenghua and Chenghua did not dare to resist this kind of attack vehicle close to the Sandu 

Godless Class. 

Because it contains a lot of twisting power! 

At the Godless level, there is more distortion than someone else! 

The two of them were horrified by the twisting power that was rolling in, and they couldn't think of why 

Su Lang could condense so much twisting power! 

Perhaps the only explanation is that Su Lang is really a reborn super boss! 

Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan no longer looked down upon Su Lang, and directly used their own 

Supreme Soldier! 

"Zixiao Tianxinglong, come out!" 

"Promise Sky Star Dragon, come out!" 

However, a purple light and a white light flew out of the hands of Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan 

respectively, turning into a purple sky dragon and a white sky dragon! 

"Ho **** ho ho——!!!" 

Two sky-shaking dragons came, followed by the extremely majestic Longwei, and the whole world 

seemed to be filled with Long Xiaolongwei! 

These two divine mighty dragons roaming around the world. 

It is as if the sky and the earth have become waves for them to swim freely, and the universe has 

become their sky soaring. 

A wave of twisting power kept pouring out, cancelling all Su Lang's attacks! 

"Erdu has no **** soldiers!" 

"And it turned out to be two dragons!" 

"It looks like it should be refined from the remains of a dragon, containing the real dragon soul and 

dragon body, and it is definitely not a fake that looks like a dragon!" 

"I Chale, these two old guys are a dragon, how come Liang Xiaofei doesn't have such a powerful 

weapon...I feel like I have lost countless billions!" 

"..." 



Seeing the divine dragon that shuttles between the sky and the earth, soaring through the fog, and 

destroying Emperor Gaoshan with its breath, Su Lang feels heartache. 

Of course. 

Su Lang is not patronizing and distressed. 

His previous blow has exhausted all his strength. 

Although there is the sun in the body as an energy source, the energy recovered is enough to allow him 

to move freely, and it is impossible to carry out such an attack again. 

Chapter 1570: Slaughter your two cows 

and so. 

Without a hit, Su Lang immediately turned around and ran! 

However, Che Chenghua, Zong Wenshan and their Shenlong cut off their way in other directions. 

The only way to leave is-time turbulence! 

"Want to escape!?" 

"We have chased you across countless light years and let you escape!?" 

"..." 

Seeing Su Lang turned and fled, Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan instantly chased after him. 

at this time. 

"Jie Jie Jie Jie!" 

"The day the sword is recast, when the knight returns!" 

"When my deity returns, it will be your two deaths!" 

Su Lang's avatar of the Godless Grade smiled, and the Godless Soldier in his hand disappeared, and then 

his whole body exploded! 

boom! ! 

An extremely terrifying force swept across the world and successfully delayed the footsteps of Che 

Chenghua and Zong Wenshan. 

In less than a millisecond, Su Lang's figure had disappeared into the turbulent flow of time. 

"Damn!!" 

Zong Wenshan's eyes were about to split, and he gritted his teeth, "Dare to escape into the turbulence 

of time! Chase!" 

With that said, Zong Wenshan wanted to catch up. 
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"Wait!" 

"Second brother, I am waiting for a short life span, so I can't wear it so easily!" 

Cha Chenghua stopped Zong Wenshan, "Although that old monster is reincarnated, but his life span is 

definitely not long, he won't be able to stay in it for long!" 

"Yes!" 

"I'm so confused!" 

Zong Wenshan slapped his forehead fiercely, "That doggie doesn't want to die in the turbulence of time, 

it will definitely come out soon!" 

"Not bad!" 

"You should have also discovered that his cultivation realm is only Quasi-Great Emperor level. I am 

afraid that he can't stay a day in the turbulent time!" 

"Maybe he has more than that life span, but no matter how long he does not exceed five days, if he 

doesn't want to die, he will definitely come out." 

Che Chenghua sneered and analyzed again and again, "We only need to arrange the interception 

formation along the border of the Eastern Desolation, and wait for the rabbits!" 

"Hahahaha!" 

Hearing this, Zong Wenshan laughed for a long time, "As expected of my brother, okay, just do it!" 

Immediately after. 

The two immediately began to move, one heading towards the north and the other heading towards the 

south, where they passed the formations. 

These formations are not very powerful, but very keen, and news will be sent out once they are 

destroyed. 

And every few distances, the two will leave a teleportation formation so that they can arrive in time and 

kill Su Lang! 

however. 

Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan never thought of it. 

As soon as Su Lang entered the turbulent flow of time and left the sight of the two of them, he had 

already left through the clone replacement! 

And the reason why he wanted to make such a show was completely because Su Lang wanted to lead 

Che Chenghua by his nose like a cow. 

At this time, Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan were really fooled, they were hung on the border, and 

they prepared wholeheartedly to intercept Su Lang in the turbulent time. 

"Humph!" 



"When my strength improves, I will kill you two cows!" 

"The two Shenlong Emperor soldiers, I'm so rare, **** and suck~" 

Su Lang stood on a mountain top tens of millions of light years away from the border of the Eastern 

Wilderness, licking his lips with a sneer. 

Soon. 

"System, start one-click treasure hunt." 

"Go, watch the two old guys for me." 

With a thought in Su Lang, countless treasure hunting flying flying flies swarmed out, appeared not far 

from the border of the Eastern Desolation, and quickly lurked to various places. 

In this way, the traces of Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan can be better grasped! 

"There is nothing left to do next." 

"The cultivation base that should be improved has also been improved, and now the cultivation base is 

not enough." 

"The materials are also not enough. The materials needed to upgrade the Godless Soldiers are really too 

much." 

"Fortunately, the materials needed to refine the fairy-level parts of the super humanoid weapon do not 

need to be very advanced, and they are sufficient for the time being." 

"..." 

Sighing for his poverty again, Su Lang took out the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace and ran into the quiet 

room to refine the parts. 

And just when Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan clothed the net to intercept Su Lang, but Su Lang 

escaped comfortably. 

 


